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that are calling a third method to do the calculation. Right now when i run the program it will run the main method and not the calculation method. If i try to make the main method be called first it does the calculation but then it goes to the main method. I'm not

sure if there is something wrong with my syntax or if i'm misunderstanding how this type of task can be done. class Calc { public static void Main(string[] args) { double weight; double height; Console.WriteLine("enter weight"); weight =
double.Parse(Console.ReadLine()); Console.WriteLine("enter height"); height = double.Parse(Console.ReadLine()); double result = calculate(weight, height); Console.WriteLine(result); Console.ReadLine(); } public static double calculate(double weight, double height)
{ return (0.375 * weight * height); } } A: You have a valid program. Your problem is that you're expecting the Main method to return something. All the Main method does is to create an instance of the calculator and then call a method on it, which will in turn call the

Main method. The Main method will not return a value. That is what the void return type is saying. What you probably want to do is to simply return
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